The Terrace HW-LST70T

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

- Experience crystal-clear dialogue with a dedicated center channel speaker.
- Weather-Resistant Durability IP55-Rated
- Rich bass with a built-in woofer
- Analyzes & autocorrects distortion

Audio optimized with the outdoors in mind. The Terrace soundbar withstands excessive temperatures and is weather rated IP55, to protect against dust and rain. Pair with The Terrace TV for clear sound and picture quality, even while outside.

KEY FEATURES

OUTDOOR-OPTIMIZED SOUND
Never miss a word with a center speaker dedicated to delivering crystal-clear dialogue that can be heard even over outside ambient noises.

WEATHER-RESISTANT DURABILITY IP55-RATED
Resistant to extreme temperatures and best-in-class IP55-rated for weather-resistant durability against water and dust.

BUILT-IN WOOFER
Experience 210 watts of immersive sound with the deep, rich bass of the built-in woofer.

DISTORTION CANCELLING
Distortion Cancelling technology helps reduce distortion before it happens for deep bass and dynamic audio.

WI-FI AND BLUETOOTH® STREAMING
Stream music by connecting wirelessly to other devices via Wi-Fi and Bluetooth®.

WIRELESS TV CONNECTION
Connect to your TV with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth®.

ADAPTIVE SOUND
The soundbar automatically delivers optimized sound based on each scene and lets you hear voices clearly at low volumes.

WORKS WITH ALEXA
Enjoy your Soundbar hands-free using Alexa voice control! Ask Alexa to play something by simply saying the title or a few lines of the song’s lyrics.

SAMSUNG ONE REMOTE
Control both your Samsung TV and soundbar with the Samsung One Remote.

WIDE-RANGE TWEETER
Every spot is the sweet spot. Hear consistently clear sound with the Samsung wide-range tweeter.

See back for details.

1Requires SmartThings app. Only supports Galaxy S7 or higher, supporting Android 6.0 or later. Please check whether your TV is Wi-Fi or Bluetooth compatible. The Bluetooth word mark and logo are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Samsung is under license. Other company names, product names and marks mentioned are the property of their respective owners and may be registered trademarks. Appearance of device may vary. “An Amazon Echo device is required to use this feature. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc., or its affiliates. Only available on select Samsung TVs. Visit Samsung.com for more information.

SAMSUNG
The Terrace HW-LST70T

MODEL

MODEL: HW-LST70T/ZA
UPC CODE: 887276423432

DIMENSIONS (INCHES H x W x D):
• SOUNDBAR: 48.0 x 5.5 x 2.1
• PACKAGING: 67.0 x 5.9 x 8.0

WEIGHT (LB):
• SOUNDBAR: 14.8
• PACKAGING: 23.6

AUDIO:
• NUMBER OF CHANNELS: 5CH
• TOTAL WATTAGE: 210W
• CENTER SPEAKER
• DOLBY DIGITAL 5.1CH
• DTS DIGITAL SURROUND 5.1CH
• WIDE-RANGE TWEETER
• DISTORTION CANCELING

AV DECODING:
• MP3
• WMA
• AAC
• OGG
• FLAC
• WAV
• ALAC
• AIFF

CONNECTIVITY:
• BLUETOOTH®
• DIGITAL OPTICAL INPUT
• Wi-Fi
• WORKS WITH ALEXA
• SMARTTHINGS COMPATIBLE

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
• REMOTE CONTROLLER
• WALL MOUNT KIT
• THE TERRACE TV MOUNT KIT

SAMSUNG